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By the time it is over in November, the U.S.
Presidential campaign will have spanned
more than 22 months from the time that the
first candidates entered the race in January
2007. But this election cycle promises to be
remembered for more than its inordinate
length. This is the first completely “open” elec-
tion in 80 years since neither party is running
an incumbent President or Vice-President at
the top of the ticket. Moreover, the primary
process—on the Democratic side—has gener-
ated unprecedented levels of voter participa-
tion and excitement.

But the central question about this election
is whether it will halt or reverse the rightward
shift of U.S. politics that began with Ronald
Reagan’s election in 1980. I am inclined to
think that the answer does not so much
depend on the personal qualities of the indi-
viduals running for office, but rather on social
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The first thing that strikes you when you
meet him in person, is that he, his wife, his
sons, and their wives and children are all just
drop-dead handsome or gorgeous. While in
many ways this is politically advantageous, in
others I think it is a handicap. Looking as if
he/they were sent right out of central casting,
and knowing that he is rich and successful, the
alarm bells go off and your defenses go up.
He/they just look, and seem, to be too good to
be true, and unfortunately, for many people,
evidence to the contrary may be powerless to
fully overcome this image/impression.

The second thing that hits you is the cen-
tral theme of the book: the importance of hav-
ing and executing a good plan. I don’t think
Romney does anything without first having a
plan and identifying and garnering the
resources necessary to implement it. Unfortu-
nately for his presidential aspirations, this plan
to win the Republican nomination in 2008,
despite its compelling logic and attention to
detail, didn’t work. Some of this undoubtedly
had to do with his being a Mormon. Surpris-
ingly, as he notes in the book, his Mormon
faith had even been an issue in the run-up to
the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City,

Utah! Although living in South Carolina and
being active in both primaries, I never per-
sonally heard or saw any of the much-publi-
cized scurrilous attacks on John McCain in
2000, but on numerous occasions in the more
recent campaign, I did hear people openly
raise concerns about Romney’s religion.
Biases, especially religious ones, can be ugly
and stubborn things.

Looking beyond their seriousness, the
comforting thing about politics is that every-
one can be an expert, no one really seems to
know how they really work, and other than
for the candidates and their constituencies,
there is apparently little penalty for being
unsuccessful at, or wrong about, them. It is
instructive in this regard to consider all the
cycled and recycled campaign experts and
pundits now on TV commenting about the
presidential primaries and election. Maybe it’s
just the news shows I watch, but most of the
people I see gained their credentials and
expertise by running or advising (sometimes
spectacularly) losing campaigns; and one, the
architect or genius of the 2000 and 2004 pres-
idential, was, just a few years later, the goat of
the 2006 congressional elections.
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movement mobilizations that have been the
mainspring of political shifts in the U.S.
through most of our history (Piven 2006).

Since the 1970s, it has been right-wing
movements, most particularly the grassroots
mobilization of evangelical Christians, that
have driven the rightward trajectory of the
Republican Party and the country. One
shouldn’t ignore the huge material contribu-
tion of the other key Republican coalition
partner–business conservatives. But neither
their money nor their expensive think tanks
and media operations would have sufficed to
elect George W. Bush in 2000 and 2004 with-
out the tireless efforts of thousands of activists
of the religious right.

But the recent media narrative argues that
the religious right is now in decline because
of widespread disillusionment with the Bush
administration, generational change, and the
rise of new evangelical leaders who empha-
size the Biblical imperatives to protect the
environment and fight poverty at home and
abroad. In this election cycle, the religious
right also failed to unify behind one candidate
in the Republican primaries and the selection
of John McCain as the Republican candidate
also signals their declining clout. While
McCain campaigned hard to appease religious
conservatives, he is still deeply resented by
many movement activists for a range of sins
including his role in unraveling the corrupt
network that linked convicted lobbyist Jack
Abramoff to leaders of the religious right.

But Bill Clinton’s narrow victory in 1992
was also interpreted as a sign that the religious
right’s time had passed. Then the Republican
comeback in the 1994 midterm elections
proved that reports of the movement’s demise
had been greatly exaggerated. How do we
know that the religious right is not just going
through another temporary lull before it
comes roaring back in the 2010 election cycle?

I turned to D. Michael Lindsay’s Faith in
the Halls of Power in the hope that his study
would cast some light on this question. Lind-
say, who teaches sociology at Rice University,
interviewed with 360 evangelicals who have
achieved success in politics, higher education,
entertainment, business, and assumed the
leadership of church groups. He used a snow-
ball sample to locate respondents who com-
bined a deep commitment to their evangelical
faith with considerable success in their chosen
occupations. In earlier generations, upwardly

mobile evangelicals tended to shift to the
mainline Protestant churches that were
favored by their affluent neighbors. But over
the last few decades, the growing assertive-
ness of evangelical churches—and the con-
tinuing decline of mainline churches—have
created an expanding population of affluent
evangelicals.

Lindsay’s sample is inevitably a mix
between militant conservatives and more
moderate evangelicals who question the reli-
gious right’s obsessive focus on abortion and
gay marriage. Some of his respondents are
government officials and organizational lead-
ers who rose to their current positions through
movement politics. Others, however, are fol-
lowing the classic trajectory of upwardly
mobile members of religious minorities who
hold on to their faith, but try to smooth down
the rough edges to minimize conflicts with
their new peers.

Some of Lindsay’s respondents are elo-
quent in their efforts to reconcile their mater-
ial success with their religious beliefs, but the
mixed and nonrandom sample ultimately
gives us little insight into the future of evan-
gelical conservatism. Lindsay concludes by
stressing the tensions between the “cos-
mopolitan” evangelicism of many of his
respondents and the “populist evangelicism”
at the grassroots. While he hints that this
divide is growing, his findings could still sup-
port two completely opposite hypotheses.
The first is that the evangelical community
now has such a wealthy and well-networked
elite cadre that any future grassroots resur-
gence will be powerfully magnified by those
elite resources. The second is that the grow-
ing divide between cosmopolitans and pop-
ulists will further erode the political power of
the religious right.

I turned to Mike Huckabee’s campaign
book, From Hope to Higher Ground, as
another possible source of data on the same
question. Huckabee, the former governor of
Arkansas who won the Republican contest in
Iowa, is a cosmopolitan who has held on to a
populist style and rhetoric. The volume is
framed as a political self-help book, but Huck-
abee works hard to expand the evangelical
political agenda beyond the culture wars to
encompass protecting the environment,
improving public schools, and giving out a
helping hand to the poor. But the irony of
Republican Party politics is that Huckabee’s
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opponents were running so hard to the right
in Iowa that he had to abandon some of the
moderate positions that he takes in the book
for fear of losing votes among the most mili-
tant conservatives. Particularly on immigration
and taxation, Huckabee’s positions on the
campaign trail were much tougher than what
he argues in the book.

Huckabee is clearly a gifted politician so
his problems in calibrating his political posi-
tion are indicative of the profound tensions
that now run through the Republican coali-
tion. After almost 30 years of Republican dom-
inance, their base is increasingly fractured on
a wide range of issues. In fact, John McCain
did not really win the Republican nomination;
he was just the last person standing as neither
Huckabee, nor Romney, nor Giuliani, nor
Thompson were able to articulate a set of
positions and policies that excited Republican
voters. Obviously, one important part of this
problem is that many voters who were swept
up by the cultural themes of the religious right
are increasingly worried about pocketbook
issues. But Huckabee’s initial attempts to
respond to those concerns left him open to
harsh attack from the upholders of market
fundamentalist orthodoxy.

These signs of aging and decay within the
Republican coalition do not augur well for the
future influence of the religious right. The
Reaganite coalition created the ideal political
opportunity for grassroots mobilization by cul-
tural and religious conservatives, and it seems
likely that whatever course correction the
Republicans decide on will diminish the clout
of the religious activists. Nevertheless, it is still
too early to write off the religious right as a
movement. If the President elected in 2008 is
unable to reverse both the growing economic
hardship for the broad middle class and the
sense that the United States is on the decline
globally, there will be ample opportunities for
right-wing mobilization that combines mili-
tarism, religious absolutism, and a further
escalation of the culture wars.

But what of the other possibility? What are
the chances that after almost forty years of
continuous political defeat, there will be a re-
emergence of broad-based, left social move-
ments that make possible a new reform epoch
in American politics? According to the cyclical
theory of American politics propounded by
both Arthur Schlesinger Sr. and his late son,
we are more than a decade overdue for

another reform epoch on the scale of the
1930s and the 1960s. After the orgy of greed
and acquisitiveness by the very rich that
threatens to make the Gilded Age look like a
picnic, it would seem time for a “new pro-
gressivism” that brings finance capitalism and
CEO compensation under control, organizes a
“green” economic transition, and provides
both the middle class and the poor with
improved employment opportunities, health
care, and more affordable education from
preschool through college.

Because the 1960s were the last reform era
and the last period of broad left mobilization,
it is hardly coincidental that Barack Obama’s
campaign speeches this year include powerful
echoes of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert
Kennedy whose assassinations in 1968 also
effectively killed the dreams of that period. As
he indicates in his books, Dreams from My
Father and The Audacity of Hope, Obama has
studied the history of the 1960s with great care
and insight. Just as George W. Bush some-
times uses a special vocabulary to send mes-
sages to religious right voters, Obama seems
periodically to whistle at a pitch that can only
be heard by those who, like myself, were par-
ticipants in the movements of the sixties.

Fortunately, however, Obama has crafted
his central message to appeal to a much
broader audience. His surprising campaign for
the Democratic nomination has been clever in
combining two basically incompatible political
appeals. The first is his use of the rhetoric of
a community organizer who invites his listen-
ers to stop sitting around, get active, and build
a movement that will get him elected and
make real change possible in society. This lan-
guage of extra-parliamentary mobilization
insists that the established political system is
weighted in favor of existing elites and that
only continuing mobilization can win real
reforms. The second is a classical “good gov-
ernment” critique of partisan bickering and
“business as usual” in Washington. The pro-
posed solution is to move beyond partisan-
ship and work with those whom we disagree
to hammer out new policies. The incompati-
bility, of course, is that one approach
increases polarization while the other seeks to
diminish it.

But Obama has effectively obscured this
tension by highlighting what the two positions
share in common—a deep distrust of conven-
tional politics. This is the same vein that the
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“outsider” campaigns of Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagan, Bill Clinton, and George W. Bush also
mined by railing against the “powers that be”
in the nation’s capital. When he has been
most effective, Obama has used this rhetoric
to win votes from both the most progressive
and the most conservative wings of the Demo-
cratic Party.

This dualism in Obama’s political appeal
helps explain the puzzling results of the
Democratic primaries where the returns do
not align with the normal left-center conflicts
in the party. So, for example, Obama was able
to beat Hillary Clinton by 20 points in tradi-
tionally moderate or conservative Virginia
while she was able to win comfortably in
more traditionally liberal California. Most
remarkably, by the time the campaign got to
Ohio, Hillary Clinton had decided that her
best strategy was to adopt John Edwards’s
insistent populism and counter Obama’s dual-
ist appeal by depicting him as a centrist post-
partisan who would be unwilling to reopen
the North American Free Trade Agreement to
renegotiation.

That the dynamics of the campaign forced
Hillary Clinton to move significantly leftward
from the centrist positions that she and Bill
had carefully carved out in the 1980s and
1990s is itself an extremely important piece of
data. It suggests that there is a groundswell of
populist anger even in historically moderate
states. It seems doubtful that either would shift
back towards the center on issues of eco-
nomic and social policy. John McCain is
highly vulnerable to a populist attack because
of his support for George W. Bush’s domestic
policies, especially as the economy contracts
as a consequence of the subprime mortgage
meltdown. For this reason, it seems very likely
that a full-throated economic populism will be
a central part of the Democratic campaign in
the fall.

Moreover, as the heated Presidential race
unfolds, state and local governments across the
country will be forced to unleash new waves of
budget austerity as recession and falling home
prices drive down public sector revenues. Vot-
ers will likely be faced with new rounds of fee
increases for public services, including higher
education, as well as layoffs across the public
sector workforce. Moreover, as of mid-Febru-
ary 2008, there were already an estimated 8.8
million homeowners who owed more on their
mortgages than their houses were worth

(Andrews and Uchitelle 2008), and that number
is likely to rise despite the modest economic
stimulus package that the President and the
Congress agreed to in January.

Recession and a housing crisis combined
with record high prices for gasoline could pro-
vide an extraordinary incubator for protest
activities that could mobilize people on both
sides of the historic divides that usually sepa-
rate young and old, whites and minorities, and
the poor from the middle class. Remarkably,
Obama seems to have anticipated the gravity of
the moment: “The last time we faced an eco-
nomic transformation as disruptive as the one
we face today, FDR led the nation to a new
social compact—a bargain between govern-
ment, business, and workers that resulted in
widespread prosperity and economic security
for more than fifty years” (pp. 176–77). “The
task for now is to recast ‘FDR’s social compact
to meet the needs of a new century’” (p. 180).

Let’s put it this way. Ever since George
McGovern was humiliated in the 1972 Presi-
dential election, it has required a substantial
level of inebriation before even progressive
sociologists could entertain a story line in
which the U.S. was ripe for widespread pop-
ular protests and a new era of reform. And, of
course, even today, it requires no stimulants at
all to imagine scenarios in which some com-
bination of terrorism and intensified global
conflicts brings us not “summer’s bloom,” but
Weber’s “polar night of icy darkness and hard-
ness.” Nevertheless, I would suggest that with
just one strong drink, we can now tell each
other somewhat persuasive stories about how
just as in the 1930s and the 1960s, a Democ-
ratic President elected in 2008 will be forced
by social movement pressures–and the fear of
cracking down on his or her own political
base—to drive through reforms that have
been unthinkable for decades. Cheers!
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